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First of all, thank you all for giving me an opportunity to talk about something on 
mobility broadband related to Indian market.  Before I kick-start on the presentation I 
have a small story which I thought that I should share with you guys, so that it makes 
sense on this presentation that how exactly  we are going to probably move forward. 

I still remember during my school days, when I was in 1980s, the first call was on a 
landline which was on a small telephone where a person used to run from one home to 
other home of the person one is calling.  And then in 2000 we have seen that 
everybody was having a cell phone.  So, today we have 900m population, where -- we 
have 1.2b population where we have 900m teledensity, where everyone has got 
connected on a single platform called Hello Hello.  So today, everyone is connected 
on Hello Hello. 

Think about the day when the cell phone gets shut down what will happen?  Can you 
be away with your phones today?  It's like a nightmare you can't be away with your 
phones.  The best thing is today when you go to sleep you keep your phone on the 
right-hand side and left-hand side is your wife.  When you get up early in the morning 
the first thing what you see is not your wife's face rather your cell phone's face.  And 
the first call is the nature's call where you run to the bathroom, and the second call is 
your cell phone call.   

So the cell phone has become so important in your life that previously it was near the 
ear now it has reached to the heart, it's emotionally connected.  From Hello Hello 
people just now click click.  So with this, I am going to tell you what, are the certain 
issues, which are there in Indian market related to data speeds.  Why the end 
consumer doesn't get the speed what he has been assured. 
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Ladies and gentlemen, with this, I am going to start my presentation.  My presentation 
is basically an industrial presentation not related to my organisation, which tells that 
how exactly the overall ecosystem has to be built to have the great speeds. 

Before I get into the slides of the presentation I need to tell you that what exactly 
NanoTel is doing in India.  NanoTel is actually having an infrastructure IP-1 license 
which is cordless infrastructure provider license.  We actually lease and sell the dark 
fibre.  And then we are even into applications and contents we are going to launch our 
own tablets with the education, healthcare and entertainment. 

Now what was the agenda for today is how exactly the old NGN networks was there, 
and why exactly the networks was completely vertical and how exactly now the 
networks are horizontal.  And how the speeds can be given, I mean there should 
speeds need to be given.  What business models need to be in place?  So those are all 
the things I am going to share with you today. 

India is the second largest country in terms of subscriber base.  If you see we have 
900m subscribers today, as of today, where we have 1.2b population.  It is the fastest 
growing telecom industry.  And we have the dynamics, like we have 10 telecom 
operators, six managed service providers and seven telecom tower providers. 

If you see Indian population how exactly it is divided, we have 1.2b population out of 
which 30% has been penetrated from the urban market and 70% has been actually 
penetrated from the rural market.  So if you see this 30% is giving close to 115% to 
150% of teledensity whereas the balance 70% is only 30% penetrated.  So you have 
still scope of 40% where still people don't have phones. 

This is a quick snapshot which tells about India that how many operators do we have.  
So we have 12 GSM operators, four CDMA operators, three 3G operator licenses in 
each state and three bandwidth licenses span India and we have 10 passive 
infrastructure providers.  So, to serve 900m current subscribers this is the dynamics. 

If you see the subscriber growth trend it was really dynamic since past five years, but 
now there is a standstill because voice has taken a backseat and data is coming up, 
data is coming up in a big way in complete Pan India. 

So, let's talk something about what was the legacy networks of India, how exactly the 
legacy networks [will be] defined.  So we used to have everything in vertical layers, 
like the TDM switches where in fact the PDH and the SDH switches, everything was 
being designed to handle vertically, like to handle the voice it was vertical, to handle 
the data it was vertical.  So this was the old one.   

So what as the pre-generation network?  If you see the pre-generation network video 
services, telephone services, data services, landline services, your GPRS networks, 
your 3G, your 2G was separate verticals, which was being defined.  So what was the 
problem of this?  So you require [eight] slot for each service.  So how do we multiple 
services now?  User wants a seamless connectivity.  If you see the end consumer who 
is using these services, he wants a seamless connectivity.  So how exactly the 
seamless connectivity can be achieved.  So there was a GSM services, there was 
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CDMA, there were kind of PSDN services.  Now how exactly is this going to be 
achieved? 

What were the problems of the existing network?  Of the existing network it was very 
slow to develop new features and capabilities.  The cost of OpEx was very high, and 
to build such networks was very expensive, was very expensive, like building alone 
kind of data network, alone kind of a voice network.  Then with this, what exactly 
thought of operators was, operator want more customers, increased revenues, reduced 
cost, harmonised networks, new services, fast to market.  What exactly vendors want?  
More customers, increased revenue, reduced cost, harmonised equipment, new 
products, brand recognition.   

But in this entire ballgame what exactly the customer wants.  New services, value for 
money at less cost, personalisation, simplicity and mobility freedom.  But how exactly 
this can be achieved, just having one bill for every service, just having one bill it's the 
data service, it's the landline service, it's a postpaid connection, it's a prepaid 
connection, having only one service.  So this has given the [burden] for next 
generation networks in India called [total] generation networks and fourth generation 
networks.   

So what is NGN?  NGN is a converged quad-play voice and data network.  NGN is 
high-speed broadband network.  NGN is having a complete IP transport transmission 
backhaul network.  NGN is having a service oriented layer, not the vertical layers but 
complete horizontal layers.  And NGN is IP V6 where you can even have televisions 
playing on your broadband. 

So what are the characteristics?  It's a complete packet-based network.  It's a complete 
-- your transmission is a packet-based network.  And using that you require you can 
track all the customer's having only one bill rather sending so many bills at one time.   

So this side are the present day networks and this side are the next generation 
networks which are under only one Cloud.  So if you see the old networks, old 
networks was everything separate, so now we have brought this into one Cloud. 

Mobility and convergence mission was anywhere anytime and anyplace.  So this is 
the slogan of third generation and fourth generation network.  But somehow the 
speeds are not constant.  The kind of speed which we tell to the customer we are not 
able to deliver the right speed.  What are the advantages of this network?  If you see 
country like India where the tenancy ratio of tower is very high, it's like every tower is 
having minimum 1.5 to 2 tenancy.  That means that there are three or four players 
who are hanging on that.   

So the infrastructure is required.  One backbone for voice and data services, it's a 
common backbone network which is being shared.  So the birth of sharing came into 
picture.  It's like operators started sharing the network.  10 years back operators were 
having a second thought to share the network, but now operators started everything 
sharing starting from the passive network to active network.  In the other words the 
need [of all] was convergence, that converging, making a sharing model to run in the 
market.   
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So where is the solution?  So the [model] solution sits embedded each upon each, so 
here the solution is this.  You have an NGN transport network, you have an NGN 
services, everything is embedded one upon one rather having a kind of complete 
vertical solution. 

Now let me touch something on the drivers of revenues for Indian market, what are 
those four drivers of competing in the India?  You have the data traffic exploding and 
then you have a rural population under-serviced.  Then you have something called 
pressures on the operating margins.  Then you have connectivity to every tower called 
fibre towers.  So fibre tower is one thing which is really missing in India.   

If you see that how exactly the Indian subscribers slowly started moving from the 
conventional old voice services to data services, now data services the traffic has been 
increased dramatically.  It has been increased very fast.  But somehow people couldn't 
able to get the assured speeds on their devices.  There are so many reasons like the 
ecosystem of the entire network is not in place, or the content is not in place, or the 
Smartphone's, the tablets are not in place, if they are in place their not in the 
achievable, affordable prices for the end consumer. 

Network challenges you have the throughput latency is not coming up, like if an 
operator says up to 3mbps or up to 10mbps the question by us was why up to 3mbps, 
why can't you say just 3mbps, why can't you say .1mpbs?  or what every the end 
consumer can get deliver and this would be fair deal where customer expectation is 
also clear. 

Four years ago there was an operator who brought per second billing on the voice 
services, like if a customer uses for 10 seconds or 20 seconds he need to pay only for 
20 seconds.  Before that, like even though he talks for one minute which is 60 seconds 
or 1 second he was actually was paying for 60 seconds. But we don't have a strategy, 
especially in data services, that how much if I use, like if I use only 1mb then I have 
to pay only for 1 mp even though I am on data plan of 10mb.  So that billing is not 
happening today. 

As I told you that the rural population is still under covered you have those 40% of 
population which is not being served.  The reason is Telco says that the business -- 
you know, we can't find the business revenue models.  But I think if we make the big 
fibre network in those countries, because fibre network is one thing which is really 
missing even though you have voice services. But the fibre network is missing that's 
the reason you don't have a data connectivity in Tier B and Tier C cities of India. 

But to just build this network in the rural that means you have very high operating 
cost.  The reason is rural is not having electricity, so you are all cell sites or tower 
sites would be running only on the diesel generators which is high OpEx or all solar. 

So now to have very good speeds what do you require?  If you see close to 200,000 
towers have been connected, 70% of technology which is being used is microwave 
technology where as the 30% of sites that are connected on the fibre technology.  The 
fibre technology in India has been used as a hub site which is parent versus child site.  
You don't have a concept where every tower is routing with the fibre.  The reason 
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why I am saying this is the Microwave loading which has been happening today on 
the tower is heavily loaded and the load comes from where?  The load comes from 
microwave, because the microwave weight is so high that if you put three different 
operators microwaves then 70% to 80% of the weight is being covered on the tower.  
So you can only offload those microwaves by providing fiber to tower and in one way 
you can increase the tenancy ratio, and in second way you have the transmission 
connectivity which is fibre, you can still use it.  And then the third way the speeds can 
be delivered what has been assured rather the speeds which are being assured is not 
being delivered.  

So let's talk about the typical managed service [co-model] what we have in India, that 
we have some 10 different services providers, then we have five different managed 
service guys, then we have some six different telecom tower companies.   

Now the scope of managed services with a service provider is to handle the end to end 
network operations, which is called a managed service model.  But this managed 
service model is missing one important link which is the backhaul piece.  The 
backhaul piece is  neither managed by tower companies nor by managed service 
providers and this is still baby of telcos and we don’t have separate contract for end to 
end management of backhaul and every piece of network is upgrade except backhaul. 

And the tower is being totally offloaded to the tower companies.  And he is only 
handling the infrastructure.  So really to bring a managed service model where the 
ownership of the backhaul and the backbone is either with the tower company or 
either with the managed service provider, which is really missing today and I strong 
feel the backhaul and backbone should be with tower companies so that they can 
bundled the service as one whole package which is Infrastructure + Dark Fiber and 
this becomes easy to have transmission media on every tower and the question of 
LOS which line of sight gets eradicated. 

What are the key challenges for these telecom operators?  So the key challenges is 
always the area of concern is network utilisation and OpEx.  So as I told you that now 
people have moved from the second generation network to third generation network, 
but the third generation network was being launched in top 100 cities of India.  In 
these top 100 cities also utilisation of every 3G tower site or utilisation of every 3G 
BTS site couldn't able to cross more than 30% utilizations because of various reasons, 
like the ecosystem is not being covered.  The speeds are there, but you don't have a 
local content.  So why should I require a third generation network if I don't have a 
local content and good affordable device like smart phone or tablet. 

To give you a best example, which I shared this example with many of my friends 
yesterday, it's like I drive a local branded car in India and my friend is driving a Benz 
in India.  My car can go at a 100 miles per hour, whereas my speedometer can take 
me to 120 miles per hour.  And my friend's car, which is Benz, is also is driving at 
100 miles per hour, whereas his speedo needle can take him for 350 miles per hour, 
but he is not able to drive out because the road and the platform has not been laid 
there. 
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So in the same way I am a 2G technology and this guy is a 3G or 4G technology, so 
that ecosystem is missing, the local content is missing.  What should I do with a 
21mbps network or 100mbps network where I have a pipe -- where the speeds have 
been issued but I can't able to download something, there is no content in India.  So 
do the operators or the content providers expect me to go and work on, probably on 
Facebook or kind of YouTube, because that can be even accessed to a 512mpbs 
network. 

I strongly believe we should build the Ecosystem and to do this Nanotel is coming up 
with affordable Tablets with diversification to various other field like 
Education ,Health care and Entertainment where the end consumer can use the 
affordable Ecosystem and enjoy the speeds of 3G and for Instance Nanotel is bringing 
up Educational Tablets in India and other parts of world where the entire Syllabus is 
embed on the tablet and Nanotel will have its own Cloud base Educational Apps Store 
where the student can download practice papers, reference books,question banks or 
some research papers and this require good speeds for download because to download 
one full book we need constant good speeds where the service of 3G or 4G comes in 
to picture. 

With this I say thank you very much this was my presentation. 

Manek Dubash – Editorial Director, NetEvents 

Great, thank you, if you'd like to take a seat.  That's a very rich presentation thank you 
for that, there's a lot to get stuck into there.  Can we use this microphone here?  Here 
we go.  So first of all there is a lot in there.  You talked a lot about the problems, can 
we talk a bit about some of the solutions that you see to this.  So we've talked about 
low ARPU, you talked about low ARPU, you talked about problems with costs of 
running the towers.  You talked about vast [inaudible] the network isn't capable 
enough.  What are the solutions to this? 

Pranay Misra 

Well the solutions are very simple; it's like try and build the ecosystem.  When I say 
ecosystem it's like you have dots but those dots are not connected well.  Like the total 
cost of ownership is not under one guy.  You have a content provider, you have a 
network provider then you have a device provider.  Why not probably one operator 
takes the responsibility that, especially for this third generation and fourth generation 
networks you have a network, you have a strength which can deliver the speed but 
what's stopping you?  You don't have a proper device which is actually in a very 
affordable price, and you'd don't have a local content.  So I think slowly the service 
provider should move and take the ownership to have their own app stores, because 
the strength for them is subscriber and the network. 

Manek Dubash  

Well, that's sort of -- its a very different model to what we've seen in a lot of other 
places isn't it, where basically you've got network operators and on top of that you've 
got content providers over the top companies.  And basically the network operators 
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traditionally have not been very good at providing content and services.  They, in 
spite of their best efforts, they've generally been pipe providers. Why do you think 
you're going to be different? 

Pranay Misra 

Then I think the second solution for that is have a complete outsourced model, as their 
having outsourced model.  Their current network operations is being handed not by 
them, it's being handled by Nokia Siemens Network, it's been handled by Ericsson 
Networks because that is the capability.  So try and see out that -- which are those 
guys who are actually building the content providers.  It can a small, medium priced 
guys.  Try, probably try and have them in the umbrella of the computer service 
providers.  And given them probably a contract of five years saying this is what I 
wanted.   

So now in this way you will have excellent complete, a kind of a content application 
service provider, you will have a good network with you, then you will have a 
complete device guy, because today Indian market is prepaid, where a person goes 
first to buy a SIM card and then he buys kind of a device.  So that lock in system is 
not there, unlike places like USA or places like European countries.  So -- but at least 
on third generation and fourth generation network I strongly believe that the solution 
should be bundle, rather having, rather giving a choice to the customer.  That, okay, 
probably you go and buy a SIM card and then go and buy a kind of phone. 

Manek Dubash  

Okay, so we've kind of got a description of where we are, and we've got a vision from 
you as to where you thing broadly speaking we should be, what about the bit in the 
middle?  How do we get from here to there? 

Pranay Misra 

Okay, good question.  I think we have everything in place, we have those dots which 
are ready to use it, but the dot connectivity is missing.  So what we are doing is we are 
doing the small things in a big way.  Like we have our tablets with educational 
content and we want telecom technology to get diversified so that we have good 
amount of local contents build either on to the tablet or on our own Apps Store and we 
were even thinking of leasing out our own dark fiber to various towers and declare 
them as Fiber Tower rather just Tower. 

Manek Dubash  

This is NanoTel now? 

Pranay Misra 

Yes, this is NanoTel now, not keeping in mind that how exactly the fibre should be 
routed.  Rather our own mission was the fibre has to be routed to every tower 
wherever the towers are there -- we took the map and we said that let's first of all 
build a network.  But, anyways, because of various reasons the utilisations were not 
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happening, but we strongly believe down the line utilisation should move on.  We 
think the Ecosystem is what we are trying to build under one umbrella. 

Manek Dubash  

Dots, you mean the towers, basically the cell towers? 

Pranay Misra 

Yes.  This can be a cell tower or this can be a content guy or this can be a device guy.  
So when I say this dot and this dot it can be the complete ecosystem.  So you have a 
service here, you have a device guy here, you have a content guy here but these guys 
are not together today under one umbrella, so I think the basis to start with that.  
These guys need to get connected. 

Manek Dubash  

Okay, so just sort of the sort of physicality of that for a second, I mean you mentioned 
there's lots of diesel generators out there, and that's a pretty horrendous way of 
running things, not just from a cost perspective obviously and that's not a cost that's 
going to go down, but also from a C02 emissions perspective. 

Pranay Misra 

Yes, very much. 

Manek Dubash  

So what's the solution to that? 

Pranay Misra 

I think slowly the tower companies have started moving on fuel cells, what I have 
seen in India.  And they are slowly moving on solar systems.  And especially on the 
semi-urban sites they are even generating the energy to wind, depending on the 
coastal areas, because the -- wind thing only work on the coast areas.  So they are 
trying to replicate this.  

I have seen recently one of the operators what they have done is they are running the 
site on a battery, the complete battery rather running on a diesel generator, because 
the cost of the diesel itself is so high.  Second thing the carbon emissions is not being 
taken care by them it's been taken care by the manufacturer who is actually making 
the diesel generator.  So that is one thing where I think the solution for that is try and 
replicate the model from diesel generation to solar or through fuel cells. 

Manek Dubash  

Okay.  What about the content piece of this?  I mean given the diversity of the 
population that you talk about the content also has to be hugely diverse as well. 
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Pranay Misra 

Yes. 

Manek Dubash  

I mean that can't be done by one operator. 

Pranay Misra 

Absolutely correct, I think content is the call for the day, especially in India because 
you have 23 different states with 23 different languages.  And people are dying to use 
this all local content in Vernacular languages .  You can give something on the 
healthcare you can talk about something on the education, education itself is a big 
industry, because you an old system of teaching the [your all syllabus] it's a way of 
old traditional teaching, its old conventional classrooms with the blackboard and with 
a teacher and the students are of sort who mug up the things rather understanding the 
concept and we think if we build something good content with animation ,video and 
audio then the student will understand the concept quickly rather mugging up the 
subjects. 

Manek Dubash  

Nothing wrong with that. 

Pranay Misra 

So, it's actually nothing wrong with that, I just completely buy your point, but how 
about if you have the technology and give an Indian student a new technology from 
day one when he is in the grade of 7th and 8th where he understands something.  Listen 
students usually mug up the subjects rather understanding the concepts of the subjects 
and for Instance if I ask a student what is Newton’s 3rd Law he looks up in the sky and 
start saying me the mug up answer rather he can’t explain the law with some real time 
example because he has been following the same teaching methodology and he also 
practices in same old ways as I did some time back during my good old days of school. 
We Nanotel strongly believe with our Educational content the concepts will be very 
clear to the end student and he will be able to write the answers in his own English 
rather using the same statements and definitions..   

So try and develop something which is really animated, and which makes sense to the 
student.  And when you have a technology you know we should diversify that 
technology into various industries like education, healthcare and I think the other 
industry is entertainment. 

Manek Dubash  

Of course, yes in all its forms.   

Pranay Misra 

Yes. 
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Manek Dubash  

So just on the, kind of the education side of it and I understand, I didn't get a chance 
to speak to you yesterday about the kind of things that NanoTel is doing, but I 
understand you do -- your doing a tablet. 

Pranay Misra 

Yes. 

Manek Dubash  

Tell me a bit more about that. 

Pranay Misra 

Okay, what we are doing is we have a 7 inch and 10 inch tablet, branded by name 
[Pustak, Pustak] is actually a [sanskrit word] that means book.  We are trying to put 
the entire education as per the CBSE syllabus, it's an approved syllabus straight away 
on the tablet, it's embedded.  And then we have an app store, education app store on 
the Cloud where this app store will have question papers, the practice papers and the 
different books where a student can access for his references.  

What we are trying to do is we are trying to have a contact with the Telco on the 3G 
and 4G and we are saying that, hey, we have a good data which is local content and 
you have quite a good speed, so we want to bundle the solution with our tablet+local 
content which is educational syllabus with the data plan and in this way the student 
also can access the educational content anywhere everywhere rather going to school 
libraries or his own home. 

So we are trying to build the small ecosystem with our own tablet which is device, 
which is an affordable price with a 3G plan or a 4G plan and with an education App. 

Manek Dubash  

And this is affordable to somebody in a village in the middle of the countryside? 

Pranay Misra 

Well I would say the app store -- 

Manek Dubash  

And how do they charge it? 

Pranay Misra 

Great, you asked me again great question.  This app store can be accessed wherever 
you have a 3G service because you require a speed, but unfortunately the 3G services 
are not being given in the rural site.  But what they can do is, because now 
government is coming up with an optical fibre project that everywhere you should 
have fibre running.  You can still access my app store using the fiber LAN cable, so 
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my tablet is having a facility of LAN, Wi-Fi, data card which is a dongle, which is 
even a USB so it has everything. 

Manek Dubash  

Okay.  Well that's a huge project.  Do we have any questions from the floor for -- yes 
we do, yes sir.  I think a microphone is coming to you.  Hurry up Bruce, over here. 

Dr Uday Lal Pai - Asia Telecom News; India Telecom News 

Hi Pranay. 

Pranay Misra 

Hi. 

Dr Uday Lal Pai - Asia Telecom News; India Telecom News 

Uday Lal Pai from AsiaTelecom News and India Telecom News.  I was thinking 
about your presentation, are you not being a little bit -- I mean a bit over optimistic 
about Indian telecom scene given the numbers the teledensity numbers given in the 
presentation doesn't translate to anything, because even school kids have five to 10 
SIM cards with them. 

Pranay Misra 

So yes. 

Dr Uday Lal Pai - Asia Telecom News; India Telecom News 

So teledensity figures doesn't translate into revenue, and you only said the OpEx cost 
is very high and our telecom call rates are at least 60% lower than any other Asian 
countries.  Then we don't have a stable regulatory environment, policies can change 
from time to time depending upon the political parties.  So don't you think you are 
being over optimistic? 

Pranay Misra 

What I say is you have already a network which is a 3G network.  Now when you say 
that a school kid can have 10 SIM cards that is actually a prepaid, if you try to change 
that to postpaid, can a school kid buy a postpaid [card]? 

Dr Uday Lal Pai - Asia Telecom News; India Telecom News 

No, no. 

Pranay Misra 

He can't buy it. 
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Dr Uday Lal Pai - Asia Telecom News; India Telecom News 

No because SIM cards are free. 

Pranay Misra 

Because the SIM cards are free as you rightly said, so why I am optimistic is we have 
everything in place, but the business model is missing.  The business model is, 
especially on 3G and 4G you say it's the postpaid connection, don't give him a prepaid 
connection and try and bundle that SIM card with a device and with the local content.  
Then a small kid or by and large any other guy, because India is a prepaid market, 
where a guy uses SIM card throw away within just one week, and then again he jump 
to the third operator.   

Look why exactly MNP which is mobile number portability?  It has not changed 
Indian scenario, because the churning has happened for those customers which are 
actually a burden on the network.  There was no analysis been done that okay this 
customer is a high paid guy who is being used his services?  Operators started 
churning each other for those customers who just stay for one week, without doing a 
pre-analysis.   

So why I'm optimistic is, I'm optimistic on the business model because we have 
everything ready there.  It's a very -- it's like go and use the network.  But the model 
has to be decided.  So you try to bundle the solution that okay you say that this is a 
postpaid connection you need to use this for two years.  Then only who is interested 
who will use, if suppose he thinks yes I can pay for next two years, he will use. That's 
how, especially the countries like United States, European markets and by and large 
Singapore markets are running off, and they are doing good on that particular services 
where you try to log the customer for next two years.  So this lock in system is not 
there in India. 

Dr Uday Lal Pai - Asia Telecom News; India Telecom News 

Yes.  I agree that also there I agree with you, but who will bill the [cat] 

Pranay Misra 

Who will build it? 

Dr Uday Lal Pai - Asia Telecom News; India Telecom News 

Bell the [cat]. 

Manek Dubash  

Who will bell the [cat]? 

Pranay Misra 

Oh, who will bell the [cat]?  Operators need to bell, the content providers need to bell 
and they need to come under one umbrella, so that those dots are missing.  If there 
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was -- I think okay I'm just a content provider, and I don't want to handshake with an 
operator, then I can't do it.  I can't run the business.  Probably I can have only a market 
share what I want.  But for sure the Ecosystem you may not able to build. 

Manek Dubash  

But what happens when the -- is that -- has he answered your question? 

Dr Uday Lal Pai - Asia Telecom News; India Telecom News 

Yes, his views yes. 

Manek Dubash  

So what happens then when external content providers come along, the Facebook's, 
the Google's the Apple's all those people.  They are huge in most parts of the world. 

Pranay Misra 

Yes.  Look, that's the reason today OTT player's rule -- why exactly are they called 
OTT because it's like you know over the top.  They take the cream of the revenue.  
They are actually; well they are Telco's.   

But think on the other side the Telco's are having strength of data base, which is the 
subscribers.  Don't you feel that we can also find what my customer thinks what his 
likes and dislikes because Telco’s have readymade data base when they sign off any 
plan either prepaid or post-paid and using this data base we can offer plethora of 
services to the end consumer.   

So it's all about -- I don't know that the Telco will participate with the Facebook guy, 
because it's a big question in terms of getting those two guys, but I think collaborating 
and partnering with local content providers would be always good Idea. 

Manek Dubash  

So what's NanoTel's -- sorry there was a question down here, sorry.  While the 
microphone is coming can I just ask what's NanoTel's revenue model in all this?  
Where is NanoTel going to make any money out of this? 

Pranay Misra 

Okay, NanoTel is going to make money majorly on Hardware and Content which is 
our Own tablet 

Manek Dubash  

Right, not on building the network? 

Pranay Misra 

No, not on building the network, no. 
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Manek Dubash  

Okay, sorry, yes. 

Unidentified Participant 

Hi, a few things I would want to ask, one you said churn is happening because of 
Telco's.  Don't you think churn is happening because of quality of service?  Secondly 
you also need to see the Indian market, it is more of a rural base you know for, let's 
say if a person is getting a call at 1 paisa per second or at 50 paisa per second which 
MTS offers, wouldn't he actually just immediately migrate to MTS?   

You need to understand the psyche of the customers in India.  They are urban guys.  
And not everybody can buy a postpaid, for a postpaid you need so many things.  You 
need an ID proof, you need an address proof.  People who have not even got an 
Aadhar card yet, the UIDAI project, how do you think would they manage a postpaid.  
And Telco's cannot really give a postpaid given the new regulations that there has to 
be re-verification of all the customers. 

Secondly, you were talking about content being provided, or let's say outsourced.  
There are companies like OnMobile, IMI, Comviva plethora of company's right, all 
these companies they work in collaboration with the Telco's.   

And regarding the regional content they are being provided in many languages 
including Hindi besides being Panjabi, Bengali and a lot of other languages.  Then 
there are also applications being provided by the Telco's, which has been actually 
done by third party vendors, so they are again working with third party vendors.   

One example I'll give you is that of Aircel that provides a healthcare app on their own 
network and any person can just log into the app.  And, let's say if a patient has just 
got a heart attack or maybe just a minor stomach ache, they can easily just connect to 
the doctor with that.  So there are -- these are the few points that I wanted to make.  
You may probably give your opinion on that. 

Pranay Misra 

Okay, you know --. 

Manek Dubash  

There are three things in there if I understand the quality of service issue and churn, 
the low cost issue and the fact that the prepaid it really has to be predominant because 
of the ID issues, and then also the content issues. 

Pranay Misra 

Okay, to just answer your first question that postpaid connection will run or not.  I 
was saying postpaid not on the voice.  Let me correct it, I said postpaid on the 3G and 
4G services.   

Now you said that a rural guy even don't have an ID card, but a 3G connection and a 
4G connection has to be used only in the top 100 cities because these current services 
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are launched only in top 100 cities.  And when it has been launched in top 100 cities 
naturally a 3G phone is a Smartphone and it's a smart device, where a person who has 
a need he only will buy, because if there is no need he will not buy it and in India in 
Rural the 3G & 4G services has not launched yet and Rural markets are 
predominantly on Voice rather on data. 

In urban areas I don't feel that you have issues really to ID.  I can produce either my 
passport copy or Driving License or Ration card and yes I buy your point in the semi-
rural and rural areas we have  issues related to identity but  you know in India Aadhar 
card is not the one approved Identity of the citizen rather  the Indian Government  has 
given Ration cards to every citizen and this is the major Identity card of any citizen 
where you have his full name with family name and address proof etc and I strongly 
believe every individual has Ration card and Adhar card is just a new project which 
has started 2 years ago.Passport copy is also not our main ID proof.  If you have a 
ration card you get everything from government stores like for example you get your 
food, you get your groceries and you get everything which is required to run a rural 
home. 

So I believe  when the rural customer is buying either prepaid or postpaid connection 
can't they give a ration card as ID proof, because it's a security issue, who knows 
tomorrow who is buying the SIM card because if you start collecting the ID proofs the 
right mechanism of tracking the address and the customer will be recorded and this 
should be there in place because of various security Issues on other hand we should 
not allow customer to buy too many SIM cards in a month because this will break the 
credibility of customer and even the operator that without prior checking the credit of 
customer you are allowing him to buy “N” number of SIM cards and he is using and 
throwing in just one week because this model is been made by us.  

 

Now coming to the content providers, contents are there but are they connected, are 
they working in real time?  Then if suppose we have everything why the 3G services 
are not picking up, why the utilisations are not going more, you have close to top 100 
cities of India where 3G services have been launched but the  utilisation of 3G BTS 
Tower site is not more than 10%. You have an content guy, you have everyone, but 
then you know where is the missing link?  Because these guys are providing only 
what is being told to them on contract, these guys are not reading the psyche of the 
Indian customers and not coming up with Innovation on local content.  You need to 
give local content in the regional language, but what should I do with that content 
when the content is not made for the end consumer;  

Now other question was? 

Manek Dubash  

It was about the quality of service and that's -- 
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Pranay Misra 

Quality of service, now talking about the 3G quality of service that's what I said, we 
are saying up to 100 mbps, or up to 10 mbps or up to 21 mbps.  Why can't we have a 
plan where I say okay if you use 1 mbps you only charged 1 mbps? If you have seen 
in India 10 years ago people used to pay not as per every second billing, for example 
if I talk just for 10 seconds still I was paying for one minute which is 60 seconds and 
the same concept is still followed on data usage where I pay not as I use rather I pay 
as per my data plan either I use or not. If I am on a 10 mbps data plan or a 3 mbps 
data plan I  should be allowed to pay only  if I use 500 kbps or 1MBPS, why I should 
pay for the whole 3 mbps. I hope I answered your questions. 

Manek Dubash  

Has he answered your questions? 

Unidentified Participant 

Yes.  Finally, I (microphone inaccessible) bandwidth. 

Pranay Misra 

You got it.  That's what I said fibre towers. 

Manek Dubash  

She said the missing link is the bandwidth. 

Pranay Misra 

Yes, she is right actually.  The missing link is the bandwidth.  I completely buy that 
point because you don't have a fibre.  The fibre is 30% of the network.  Everything 
runs on microwave technology. That's what I was saying the fibre has to be routed 
through the towers.  Now today if any operator is building the fiber network he build 
for his towers which he is going to lease out from tower companies and today’s 
concept in India is Parent Vs Child concept where Parent site is on Fiber and child 
sites are connected on Microwave but there is Limitation on Microwave technology 
because the speeds can’t be constant every second every minute and every hour rather 
there should be one Manage Service Vendor from Tower companies side or from 
Service Provider side where the fiber access network is been build keeping in mind 
every tower is been routed with fiber rather just parent and child sites.I know to build 
Fiber tower the cost is always on higher side but this will eradicate the problem of 
speed where you are investing million dollars to build and upgrade every piece of 
network but at last you are getting thrown away because your backhaul piece is not 
been upgrade due to which your services are getting impacted and end consumer is 
not getting the assured and promised speeds. The other alternative is sharing this 
Backhaul network where all the operators come upfront and invest on CAPEX so that 
we can route this fiber to every tower and this will for sure eradicate the problem of 
throughputs and latency. 
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Manek Dubash  

I'm still struggling to see a revenue model for that though, I mean I have to say given 
the kind of content you're talking about, particularly in the rural areas, I'm struggling 
to see where the money is coming from. 

Pranay Misra 

Government is running one project which is a big project called Optical Fibre, so it's 
being funded by USOF project from government and every district or taluk will have 
hub site of fiber network 

Manek Dubash  

And that's where NanoTel's money is going to come from; from the government is 
that right? 

Pranay Misra 

Well I can't comment on that because Nanotel strategy is totally different and nothing 
related to government projects because we are actually building the device and 
content ecosystems. 

Manek Dubash  

Okay.  Can you wait?  Sorry can you wait until the microphone gets to you sorry?  
Come on Bruce chop, chop. 

Unidentified Participant 

The Optical Fibre plan if I may just add it is from the US OF Fund if you know, and 
that is being shared out by the Telco's.  5% of the cross revenues goes towards US OF 
fund, so it not the government who is actually funding the Optical Fibre plan it is the 
Telco's themselves, because it is mandatory for every Telco to do that. 

Pranay Misra 

Okay. 

Manek Dubash  

Thanks for that.  Okay, anymore questions.  How are we doing for time?  Okay, so 
where is NanoTel going to get its money from that's the key question? 

Pranay Misra 

This is a good question actually.  NanoTel is going to get the money.  Right now we 
have a business model on content education plus a tablet, so we are going to bundle 
the solution, so we are making money on content and tablet which we are going to sell 
in the market.. 
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Manek Dubash  

From people who can't afford to buy a tablet? 

Pranay Misra 

Yes.  The tablet is actually in a very affordable price, starting from $100 to $250. 

Manek Dubash  

That sounds like an awful lot of money to me for a lot of people who are living in 
rural villages in India. 

Pranay Misra 

Yes. What we have designed is we have designed a tablet depending upon the need.  
It's not that something like a very [high five] tablet, but looks very good.   

Manek Dubash  

So it should for that money. 

Pranay Misra 

And life of the tablet is also very good.  But we thought that rather selling a hardware 
-- look again hardware provider is not me. I have actually a hardware guy with me 
who is working, and our manufacturing unit is in Hong Kong.  Our thought process is 
to come up with our own tablet with own content either on education ,health care of 
entertainment rather we  are providing only content and we are locking this content 
only on our tablets. 

Manek Dubash  

And how do you see competition coming into this, because this all sounds a bit 
monolithic to me? 

Pranay Misra 

Great, good question, competition is very high because there are some three, four new 
guys who are coming with tablets.  They are also coming with education, and our 
market model is 1% market share in five years not more than that.  And we are 
especially going on semi-urban and semi-rural because there the schools even you 
don't have proper classrooms, so we want to give to this to them that's how we are 
working. 

Manek Dubash  

Okay, any further questions?  Okay, well I'm sure you'll have plenty of chance to talk 
to Pranay over the course of the meetings that we'll all be having later on this 
afternoon after lunch.  Okay, so with that I'd like to say thanks very much Pranay 
Misra for joining us and for the keynote speech, thank you. 
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Pranay Misra 

Thank you very much. 

 

 

[End] 


